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Abstract 
Suppose a 2-handle is attached to an orientable, irreducible 3-manifold M along a curve 
(Y contained in &V, obtaining a 3-manifold M,. Suppose &V is compressible, but &V - (Y is 
not. It is proved that if M, is nonsimple, i.e., it contains an essential annulus or torus, then 
either M is also nonsimple or M, contains an annulus or torus which intersects the 2-handle 
twice. As an application of the main theorems, all satellite knots in S” with tunnel number 
one are found; they are certain satellites of torus knots. 
Key words: 2-handle addition; Essential annulus and torus; Nonsimple 3-manifold; Tunnel 
number one knots 
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Introduction 
Let A4 be a 3-manifold with boundary. If (Y is a two-sided curve in &V, denote 
by M, the manifold obtained by adding a 2-handle to M along a. Under certain 
circumstances M and A4, have properties in common. Suppose that M is ori- 
entable, &Y4 is compressible and XV - a is incompressible. Under these hypothesis 
Jaco [6] proved that &V, is incompressible. If A4 is irreducible it follows that A4, is 
also irreducible (see Theorem A). 
The purpose of this paper is to study up to what extent, under the above 
hypothesis, M and M, are both simple or nonsimple 3-manifolds (a manifold is 
simple if it is anannular and atoroidal). If A4 contains an a-essential annulus or an 
essential torus S, then S remains essential in M,, i.e., incompressible, &incom- 
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pressible or non-&parallel (Proposition C). It would be nice to show an inverse of 
this fact, that is, if M, contains an essential annulus or torus, then there is one 
which is completely contained in M. This would give a method of constructing 
simple manifolds. Unfortunately this is not the case, but we can prove that it is 
quite close to that. We show (Theorem 1) that if M, contains an essential annulus, 
then either there is an essential annulus which lies in M, or there is one which 
meets the 2-handle twice, and separates M, in two pieces, one of them being a 
solid torus. We also show (Theorem 2) that if M, contains an essential torus, then 
either there is an essential torus which lies in M, or M, has an essential annulus 
and then one as in Theorem 1, or M, has an essential torus which meets the 
2-handle twice, and separates M, in two pieces, one of them being a Seifert fiber 
space, with base a disk and two exceptional fibers. 
Morimoto and Sakuma [8] have determined all nonsimple knots in S3 with 
tunnel number one, and have classified all unknotting tunnels for such knots. 
Here, as an application of Theorem 2, we recover in part the result of Morimoto 
and Sakuma, for we find all nonsimple knots in S” with tunnel number one. 
Roughly speaking, these knots are the satellites of torus knots which have a 
l-bridge presentation with respect to a standard torus and with respect to the 
companion torus at the same time. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we state the main theorems. In 
Section 2 we start preparation for the proof of Theorems 1 and 2, and prove a 
general proposition about the &incompressibility of surfaces in M which come 
from essential surfaces in M,. In Section 3 we prove Theorems 1 and 2 through a 
combinatorial argument. The proof consists of an analysis of the intersections of a 
compression disk for aM and an essential annulus or torus in M,. Our analysis 
also gives a proof of Theorems A and B. Then we deduce Proposition C from 
Theorem B. In Section 4 we apply Theorem 1 to show that a tunnel number one 
knot is prime, a fact first proved by Norwood [lo]. Also in Section 4 we apply 
Theorem 2 to find all nonsimple knots in S3 with tunnel number one. This gives 
examples of manifolds which satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2 and conclusion 
(c) but does not satisfy (a) or (b). In Section 5 we give some examples to show that 
Theorem 1 is sharp, i.e., in some cases conclusion (b) does happen but not (a>. 
This work should be interpreted as being in the PL category. 
I am grateful to the Institute for Advanced Study for its hospitality and financial 
support while this work was being undertaken. 
1. Statement of results 
Theorem A. Let M be an irreducible, orientable 3-manifold, with aM compressible, 
and let CY be a simple closed curve in aM such that aM - LX is incompressible. Also 
suppose that the component of aM which contains CY is not a torus. Then aMa is 
incompressible and M, is irreducible. 
This follows from work of Jaco 163 and others [1,3,7,11,14]. 
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Also under the same hypothesis of Theorem A, M and M, have the “same” 
nonseparating surfaces, more specifically, 
Theorem B. Let M, LY, as in Theorem A. If there is a properly embedded, orientable 
or not, nonseparating surface S’ in M,, then there is an incompressible, &incom- 
pressible, nonseparating surface S in M,, homologous to S’, which is disjoint from the 
2-handle, and x(S) 2 x(S’>. 
This follows from work of Scharlemann [15] and Johannson [7]. In [15] is further 
proved that M and A4, have the “same” Thurston norm. 
Definitions. We say that a properly embedded annulus in a 3-manifold M is 
essential if it is incompressible and not parallel to aM. If aM is incompressible then 
an annulus is not parallel to the boundary if and only if it is a-incompressible. 
Let M be a 3-manifold and (Y a simple closed curve in aM. A curve p in aM 
disjoint from CY is coplanar to (Y if p is boundary of a disk in aMa. Then either p is 
parallel to CY, or /3 bounds a once punctured torus, in which CY is an essential 
nonseparating curve. 
An annulus A in M is o-essential if it is incompressible, disjoint from LY, no 
&compression disk for A is disjoint from (Y, and no component of &4 is coplanar 
to LY. Then if A is a-essential it is nonboundary parallel. If A is incompressible, 
disjoint from CY, but not a-essential, then clearly A is not essential when viewed in 
ML?. 
A torus T in a 3-manifold M is essential if it is incompressible and nonbound- 
ary parallel. An essential torus T in M is semiperipheral if there is an essential 
curve y, c T which is parallel to a curve y2 c aM, i.e., there is an annulus F in M, 
with aF = y, U yz, F n T = y,, F f’ aM = yz. A 3-manifold M is simple if it does 
not contain essential annuli or tori, otherwise it is nonsimple. 
Proposition C. Let M, cy as in Theorem A. Suppose that M contains an a-essential 
annulus or an essential torus S. Then S is essential in M,. 
The relationship between M and M, is sometimes better expressed if instead of 
working with the 2-handle we work with the tunnel dual to the 2-handle. 
Let r be the cocore of the 2-handle. r is an arc in M,, its endpoints lie in aM,. 
It follows that M = M, - int T(T). Let (pi be an arc on aMa joining the endpoints 
of r (if it exists), and uz an arc on T meeting one of its endpoints. Modify 7 as in 
Fig. 1. When this operation or its inverse is performed we say that 7 was slided 
oner itself Sliding r over itself does not change the topological type of M. If 7 has 
been slided it can be expressed as r = 7, u Q, where pi is a simple closed curve, 
and r2 is an arc joining aMa and T,, as shown in Fig. 2. Denote by u the point of 
intersection between pi and r2. When +r is just an arc, pi will be considered equal 
to 7, and r2 will be empty. 
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Theorem 1. Let M be an irreducible, orientable 3-manifold, with aM compressible, 
and let LY be a simple closed curve in aM such that aM - (Y is incompressible. Suppose 
M, contains an essential annulus S’. Then either 
(a) M has an a-essential annulus, or 
(b) M, contains an essential annulus S, whose boundary is in aM - (Y, and r can 
be slided so that S intersects r in one point, lying over r2. n/r, can be expressed as 
M, = N U T, with N n T = S, where T is a solid torus, r, is a core of T, and T n r2 
is a straight arc joining aT and rl. 
Furthermore, if cr is separating in aM or M, contains a nonseparating essential 
annulus, or an annulus whose &components lie in different &components of aMa, 
then we have case (a>. 
Theorem 2. Let M, a, M, be as in Theorem 1. Suppose M, contains an essential 
torus S’. Then either 
(a) Ma has an essential annulus, and then an annulus as in Theorem 1; or 
(b) M contains an essential torus; or 
(c) M, contains an essential torus S, and r can be slided so that S intersects r in 
one point, lying over r2. M, = N U R, with N n R = S, where R = T, U T2, and T, , 
T2 are solid tori with T, n T2 = A, where A is an annulus. r, is a core of T,, T, n r2 
is a straight arc joining aT, - A and r,, and T2 n r = # . 
Furthermore, if (Y is separating in aM or M, contains a nonseparating torus, then 
we have case (a) or (b). If no tori in M, is semiperipheral then (b) or (c) happens. 
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Remarks. (a) Incise (b) of Theorem 1 and (c) of Theorem 2 imply that S meets the 
2-handle attached to M in two disks, to see that slide 7 to convert it into an arc 
properly embedded in Ma. 
(b) Case (b) of Theorem 1 can be stated as follows: If Ma contains an essential 
annulus then M contains an incompressible planar surface P disjoint from CY, aP 
consist of three boundary components, one of them is coplanar but not parallel to 
(Y. P completes to an essential annulus in Ma. 
Cc> In case (cl of Theorem 2, we are saying that S decomposes Ma in two pieces, 
one of them is a Seifert fiber space with base a disk and two exceptional fibers. 
(d) In general if M, contains an essential annulus or torus S’, then it cannot be 
isotoped to satisfy one of the conclusions of Theorem 1 or 2; but following the 
proof of that theorems it is possible to say what type of changes are needed to 
make to S’ to get an annulus or torus S satisfying the conclusions of the theorems. 
In the case that S’ is an annulus and (Y is separating, S can be obtained from S’ 
by isotopies and F-reductions (cf. 2.4); in the general case a further move is 
needed (cf. 3.6, 3.8). Also it follows from the proofs that there is a sequence of 
annuli or tori S’ = S,, S,, . . . , S, = S, each obtained from the previous one by a 
single move, and so that Sj and Si+, are disjoint. So, for example if S’ is an 
annulus and aMcl is a torus, S’ and S have parallel boundaries. 
(e) A special case of Theorem 1 is made in [ 131, which works for arbitrary planar 
surfaces, in which further assumptions are made in M, (this special case follows 
from Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 2.6). This is used to prove that tunnel number 
one knots are prime, double prime, and satisfy the Poenaru conjecture. It also 
follows from Theorem 1 that tunnel number one knots are prime, as we show in 
Theorem 4.2. This fact was first proved by Norwood [lo]. 
(f) It is possible to state relative versions of Theorems 1 and 2. Let N c aM be a 
subsurface. Let cy CN be a simple closed curve. Suppose that N is compressible 
but N - (Y is incompressible. For Theorem 1 take annuli S with &S c N. Define 
essentiality of annuli or tori with respect to N in the obvious way. To avoid trivial 
cases also require for an annulus to be essential if not parallel to an annulus in 
cl(aM - N). For Theorem 2 suppose further that any toral component of aM, or 
the component of aM meeting (Y if it is a genus 2 surface, is in N. Now the 
conclusions of Theorems 1 and 2 are the same as before with the obvious 
modifications. 
2. Preliminary lemmas 
2.1. In this section M denotes an orientable 3-manifold with dM f @, aM not a 
torus, (Y is a simple closed curve on aM, and Ma is the manifold obtained by 
adding a 2-handle to M along LY. We assume that M, is irreducible and aM, is 
incompressible, this implies that M is irreducible. Let 7 be the cocore of the 
2-handle. T is an arc in M,,, its endpoints lie in aMa. It follows that M = Ma - 
int ~(7). In what follows r may have been slided over itself, in that case it can be 
expressed as T = r, U r2, where 7, is a simple closed curve, and T* is an arc joining 
aM, and rl, as shown in Fig. 2. 
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2.2. If S is a surface properly embedded in M,, it can be isotoped to be in general 
position with respect to T, that is, S intersects 7 transversally in a finite number of 
points, S misses u and r n CM,, and S n ~(7) consist of a collection of disjoint 
disks. If S is in general position w.r.t r then, say, S meets pi in m points, and 72 
in II points; define the complexity of S to be c(S) = m + n. 
The simple closed curve CY in M4, is isotopic to a curve in an(ri), i.e., in 
particular the cocore of TV, which we still denote by (Y. Let p c aq(T2) be the 
cocore of TV. p is coplanar to (Y. 
Let (S, &S) c (M,, ?lM,) be a surface in general position w.r.t. 7. Label with 
ff], ~2,.**,~, the disks of intersection between S and T(T,), labeled in order as 
they occur in TV (starting at u with an arbitrary choice of direction), and by p,, 
P 2,. . . , p,, the disks of intersection between S and T(T~), labeled in order as they 
occur in TV, going from u to &W,, then p, is at the extreme closer to U4,. From 
now on (Y~ and acu, will be denoted by (Y~, it will become clear from the context to 
what we are refering. Similarly for pi. 
If S is a surface in M, in general position w.r.t T, let S denote the surface 
S - int T(T), which is properly embedded in M. A properly embedded arc y in S 
is called s-inessential if it cuts a punctured disk from S, such that all its punctures 
correspond to intersections with T(T). Otherwise y is called s-essential. 
A surface S properly embedded in M, is essential if it is incompressible, 
&incompressible and nonboundary parallel. 
Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 2.6 are somewhat of a generalization of [13, Lemma 
1.11. 
2.3. Proposition. Let S be an essential surface in M,, orientable or not. Suppose that 
S has been isotoped, and T has been slided, to make c(S) minimal. Suppose c(S) > 0. 
Then: 
(a) S is incompressible in M. 
If D is a a-compression disk for s then: 
(b) Both endpoints of aD n a,!? are in one of the exteme disks of S n T(T), i.e., 
both are in a,, IX,,,, p1 or p,. 
(c) If both ends of aD n a,!? are in al, a,,, or p,, then aD n s is s-essential in 9 <if 
n = 1 assume aD n aM, # (d). 
Cd) If the endpoints of aD n s are in pl, then m = 0, aD n aq(T) intersects (Y at 
least twice, and aD n s is s-essential in ,!?. 
Proof. If S is compressible, then there is a disk D in M with D n f? = aD which is 
an essential curve on S. But in S this curve has to be inessential, so because M, is 
irreducible we can obtain a surface S’ isotopic to S with c(S’) < c(S). So we have 
(a). 
Now suppose D is a a-compression disk for S. aD = S U y, where 6 is an arc on 
aM and y is an arc on S. Denote the components of aS by si, s2,..., S,. 
There are several possible cases for D. 
Case 1: An end of 6 is in si and the other in sj, i #j. 
As c(S) # 0, aD can be made disjoint from aq(T), by sliding T if necessary. This 
would imply that S is a-compressible in M,. 
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Case 2: Both ends of 6 are in si. 
Suppose again that S does not intersect an(r). As S is &incompressible, y cuts 
a disk D’ from S, it contains (Y’S and p’s. Then D U, D’ is a disk whose boundary 
is in M,, and because of the incompressibility of aMa, it bounds a disk D” in aM,, 
so D u D’ u D” bounds a 3-ball. Interchanging D by D’, we get an essential 
surface S’ isotopic to S, with c(S’) < c(S), which is a contradiction. 
Case 3: An end of 6 is in si and the other in a,, a,,,, or B,,. 
Suppose first one end of 6 is in (Y, or (Y,. If r2 exists, slide pi over r2, following 
6, without introducing new intersections between S and r. Now pushing S along 
D, (Y, and s, convert into a new si, and we get a surface S’, isotopic to S, with 
c(S’) < c(S). Now if one end of 6 is in p,, just push S as before to get a surface 
with smaller complexity. 
Case 4: An end of 6 is in czi and the other in cyi+ 1 (or pi and pi+ ,). 
Push the surface S along D to eliminate LY~ and cri+i. 
Case 5: An end of 6 is in B, and the other in (Y, (or a,). 
Pushing S along D, a, and pi convert into a curve parallel to cr, but on the other 
side of (Y,, again reducing c(S). 
Case 6: An end of 6 is in a!1 and the other in LY,, m # 1. 
Suppose that 6 meets either n(~‘) or aMCY, for otherwise this would be a special 
case of Case 4 (when m = 2). 
If n # 0, push S along D, to convert cyi and (Y, into a new pi, reducing c(S). If 
n = 0 and 6 does not meet aMa, then push S as before; if 6 meets aMa, slide 7, 
following 6, so first slide T, over r2 (if it exists), then slide r, over aMa, and then 
again slide over T, without introducing new intersections with S, so D is trans- 
formed to a a-compression disk with aD n aM, = @, and then proceed as before. 
These are all the cases when the endpoints of 6 are in different components. If 
both endpoints of 6 are in (Y~ or pi, -where i # 1, m, j # 1, n, then D can be 
converted into a compression disk for S, so we conclude that both endpoints of 6 
are in (Y,, cy,, /3, or p,, establishing (b). 
Case 7: Both ends of 6 are in cr,, m = 1, and the ends of 6 are in different sides 
of al. 
In this case y is a l-sided arc in S. As M is orientable, a l-sided arc of a 
nonorientable surface cannot be the boundary of a a-compression disk, so this case 
is not possible. 
Case 8: Both ends of 6 are in (Y,, a,,,, or p,,, and if n = 1 then 6 lies on the side of 
p, closer to aM,. Suppose also y is inessential in S, i.e., it bounds a punctured disk 
D’ in 2, all of its punctures are (Y’S and B’s. 
Suppose first the ends of 6 are in p,,. Using the fact that aM, is incompressible 
it is not difficult to see that a(D U 0’) bounds a disk D” in aM. Now using D” 
isotope D so that 6 is contained in T(T). Now it is not difficult to see that there is 
a compression disk for S, which is not possible. 
Suppose now the ends of 6 are in (pi. If n # 0, then 6 is an arc which can be 
isotoped to lie completely in I. If 6 misses n(u), then as before there is a 
compression disk for S. If 6 meets n(~‘), then using D find a disk E in M,, so that 
E meets r2 once (and misses T,), E n 3 = i3E, and aE bounds a disk E’ in S 
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which meets T at least twice (in fact E’ contains a,). Interchanging E’ with E we 
get a surface S’ isotopic to S with c(S’) < c(S), in which we have a new p,. If 
n = 0, using the fact that aMa is incompressible, it is not difficult to see that 
a(D U D’) bounds a disk or a once puntured disk D” in I&V, now using D”, slide T 
if necessary, and isotope D, so that S c T(T), now proceed as before. 
Case 9: Both ends of 6 are in B!, 
If 6 is disjoint from v(u), then S would be compressible. If 6 meets q(u), then 
it can be arranged so that 6 intersects n(r2) in two arcs. Slide TV following 6, so 
that pi converts into a new cx, and (Ye, this increases c(S) by 1. Suppose first that 
6 is disjoint from CY. Using D we can find a compression disk D’ for S. aD’ then 
bounds a disk D” in S. Only one of the new (Y, or LY, is in D” but r pierces D” at 
least twice, for otherwise D is not a a-compression disk for S. Interchanging D” by 
D’ we get a surface S’ isotopic to S with c(S’) < c(S) - 1. Suppose now 6 meets 
(Y once. Using D we can find a &compression disk D’ for S so that S n D’ has 
endpoints in the new (pi and (Y, (in this case m = 2) as in Case 4; by isotoping S, 
(pi and (Y* are eliminated, giving a surfaces S’ isotopic to S with c(S’) = c(S) - 1, 
a contradiction. If y is s-inessential in S, then it bounds a disk D’ in S. Let T’ 
consists of pi with the arc in r2 joining pi and u. A regular neighborhood of 
D’ U T' is a solid torus T c M,, where (Y is a meridian of T. aD c aT and crosses (Y 
at least twice (algebraically), so a neighborhood of T U D is a punctured lens 
space, contradicting the irreducibility of M,. 
Case 8 establishes incise (c) and Case 9 incise (d), so the proof is complete. 0 
2.4. Let (S, &S) c (M,, aM,> be a surface. Suppose there is a simple closed curve in 
S which is parallel to a curve in &Va, that is, there is an annulus F, aF = ‘p, U (p2, 
where ‘pi cS, (p2 c M4,, and cp,, ‘pz are essential in S, M4, respectively, and 
int F n S = @. Do surgery on S with F, to get a surface S’. We say that S’ is 
obtained by an F-reduction of S. 
2.5. Lemma. Let S be an essential torus in Ma. Suppose S’ is an annulus obtained 
from S by an F-reduction. Then S’ is also essential. 
Proof. It is easy to see that S’ is incompressible, for a compression disk for S’ 
would be also a compression disk for S. If S is nonseparating, then S’ is 
nonseparating and hence essential. So suppose S is separating. Suppose D is a 
&compression disk for S’. Then depending on which side of S’ the disk D is, we 
either find a compression disk for S, or an annulus F’, one of its boundary 
components is in aM, and one is an essential curve in S, and F and F’ intersect in 
one arc which runs from S to aMU. The latter implies that S is a-parallel. 0 
2.6. Lem.ma. Let S be an essential annulus or torus in M,, in good position with 
respect to 7, and isotoped so that c(S) is minimal. Suppose D is a a-compression disk 
in M for S, such that both endpoints of D are in tx1, CY,, or B,, <if n = 1, then aD 
meets aMa>, and D n S is s-essential in S. Then there is an essential annulus S’ in M,, 
with c(S’) < c(S), obtained from S by an F-reduction. 
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Proof. Let y = aD n 9. aD - y is an arc which must intersect XV, (otherwise this is 
reduced to Case 8 of Proposition 2.3). In the case that the endpoints of y are in cyi 
or a,, we can assume, by sliding r if necessary, that T is a single arc with 
endpoints in aMa. Let 6 = aD n aMa, u = aD n q(r). y and 6 are single arcs, u 
consists of two arcs. Let D’ c T(T) be a disk such that aD consists of v plus an arc 
in ~yi (a, or /3,> joining the endpoints of y, and an arc in M4 joining the 
endpoints of 6. There are two choices for D’, choose any of them. Let F = D U, D’, 
it is an annulus, one a-component of F is in M4, and the other in S. Do an 
F-reduction to S with F. If S is a torus we get by Lemma 2.5 an essential annulus 
S’, and doing a small isotopy the intersection with T labeled ~i, (Y, or /3,, is 
eliminated, so 4s’) <c(S). If S is an annulus we get two annuli, say S, and S;, 
clearly both of them are incompressible. If one of them is essential we are done. If 
not, say, S, is a-compressible, then it is boundary parallel, and we can assume S; 
does not lie in the parallelism region between S, and aMa. Then there is a disk D, 
with CID = p1 up*, where pi, and p2 are arcs, D n S, = pl, and p2 is an arc in aMa. 
An end of p, lies on a a-component of S, which is also a a-component of S, and 
the other end lies in the new a-component of S, Now it is not difficult to arrange 
D so that it would be a a-compression disk for S in M as in Case 3 of Proposition 
2.3, and by isotoping S we get an annulus with lower complexity. 0 
2.7. Addendum to Lemma 2.6. We would like to prove this lemma for general 
surfaces, but it does not seem to happen. But the proof does work in the following 
cases: (1) D n 3 is a separating arc in i. In this case after the F-reduction we get 
two surfaces, and the same proof made for the case of the annulus works in this 
case. This case happens when S is a planar surface. (2) S is a nonseparating 
surface. In this case if after the F-reduction the surface left is not essential, do 
a-compressions until we get a a-incompressible surface. This surface exists, for 
some component of the remaining pieces has to be nonseparating, and then 
essential. 
The following lemma should be well known, it is used in the proof of Theorem 
2. The proof is easy, we omit it. 
2.8. Lemma. Let M be an orientable, irreducible 3-manifold with aM f #. Suppose M 
contains an embedded Klein bottle K. Let T = %q(K). Then T is an incompressible 
torus. 
3. Main proofs 
In this section M and M, are as in Section 2, with the additional hypothesis 
that aM is compressible and &%4 - (Y is incompressible. Our hypothesis are consis- 
tent, by Theorem A. In this section we prove Theorems 1 and 2. 
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3.1. Proof of Theorems 1 and 2. Suppose there is an essential annulus or torus S’ 
in M,. For the proof of Theorem 1, choose an essential annulus S which has 
minimal complexity among all such annuli. For the proof of Theorem 2, if M, does 
not contain semiperipheral tori, choose an essential torus S of minimal complexity; 
if it does contain semiperipheral tori, choose an essential annulus S of minimal 
complexity. Let s = S - int n(r) as in 2.2. We want to prove that either c(S) = 0, 
or c(S) = 1 and S meets T in a point lying in TV. 
Let D be a compression disk for XV. It can be isotoped so that it intersects LY 
and p transversally. Assume D intersects 9 transversally, and assume the number 
of intersections between D and s” has been minimized. If D n 9 contains a simple 
closed curve, an innermost disk argument can eliminate it, for s is incompressible. 
So D n S consists of a collection of arcs. 
Let y c D be an outermost arc of intersection between D and s, and let D’ c D 
be a disk cut off-by y. D’ determines a a-compression of 9, for otherwise y cuts 
off a disk D” c S, and by doing surgery on D with an innermost disk in D” we get 
another compression disk for M4 having fewer intersections with 2. As c(S) is 
minimal, D’ has to satisfy (b) and (c) or (d) of Proposition 2.3. If D’ is as in (c) of 
Proposition 2.3, then by Lemma 2.6, by doing an F-reduction we could find an 
essential annulus of lower complexity. Therefore we can assume the following. 
3.2. Claim. Zf y is any arc of intersection between D and S, which is outermost in D, 
then both ends of y are in PI; if D’ is the disk cut off by y then CID’ I? q(r) crosses (Y 
at least twice. Therefore m = 0. 
This completes the proof of Theorems 1 and 2 in the case that (Y is a separating 
curve in M4, for in this case r cannot be slided over itself. In this case c(S) = 0, 
and S satisfies (a> of Theorem 1, or (a> or (b) of Theorem 2. 
Label a point in aD n a$ with i if it lies on pi. 
3.3. Claim. There is a collection of n arcs in D n 3, which are parallel in D, say yl, 
Y2,..., y,,, such that y1 is an outermost arc in D and the ends of yi are labelled with 
i, for 1 < i < n. Furthermore yi in S is an s-essential arc. 
Proof. As all the outermost arcs have both endpoints labelled with 1, it is not 
difficult to see that there is a set of n parallel arcs, say yi,. . . , y,,, where the 
endpoints of yi are labelled with i and y1 is an outermost arc in D. See Fig. 3. ri 
in 3 is an arc with both endpoints in pi. If one of these arcs is s-inessential in S, 
then there would be one which bounds a disk in 3, that disk can be used to do 
surgery on D and find a compression disk with fewer intersections with 2, so all 
the arcs yi are s-essential in 3. q 
3.4. Remark. All that has been done for the surface S, could be done if S were a 
compression disk for aM, or a reducing sphere for M,, with the obvious modifica- 
tions of Proposition 2.3. Then Claim 3.3 would finish a proof of Theorem A, for if 
each pi has a loop, there is one which bounds a disk with interior disjoint from T 
and D. 
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3.5. Denote by Si and pi the arcs in EiII with endpoints yi and yi_r, labelled in a 
consistent way. Call F, CD the disk determined by yl, and F, CD the disk 
determined by yi, Y~_~, si and pi, for 2 G i <n. See Fig. 3. Let &, be a curve on 
av(u) which separates +(T~) and av(~-J. F, n aq(T) can be isotoped so that it 
intersects &, in two points and then divide F, n aq(7) in three arcs, say a,, p1 and 
ya, where a,, p1 are in aq(r2) and y,, is in an(rl). ai, pi are contained in an(r2). Si 
and pi decompose p, into two arcs, call them bi and bl, in a consistent way. b,, 
bi_l, ai, and pi determine a disk in aq-(r2), call it Ci, and 61, bl_,, ai and pi also 
determine a disk, call it Ci, for 1 G i G n. Let C, be the part of aq7(T1) bounded by 
pa. C, is a once punctured torus. Let H = C, U C, U C;, H is also a once 
punctured torus. See Fig. 4. 
3.6. Here we break the proof in two cases. Suppose that S is an annulus. Consider 
_Z = cl(S U H - PI), this is a twice punctured torus. Now F, can be arranged so that 
aF, cZ. By doing surgery on 2 with F, we get a new annulus S’ with fewer 
Fig. 4. 
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intersections with T. It is easy to see that S’ is incompressible, but it could be 
&compressible and then &parallel. If S is nonseparating, S’ would be nonseparat- 
ing too, and then essential, or if the components of &I? lie in distinct components of 
Ukf,, S’ would be also essential. In these two cases by the choice of S we have that 
c(S) = 0. 
Suppose that S is a separating annulus and that S’ is &parallel, that is, there is 
an annulus A c aA4,, and an embedding f : S’ x I + Ma, such that f(s’ x (0)) = S’, 
f(s’ x (1) u as x I) =A. So S’ and A cobound a solid torus T,; notice also that 
or does not lie in T,, for if it does then S would also be contained in it, which 
would imply that S is &parallel. 
3.7. Claim. There is a solid torus T c M,, aT = S U A, so that T, is a core of T. Let 
R, = F, u C, be glued along S, and p,, R, c T. One of the boundary components of 
R, is y1 u b, c aT, and the other is y0 U b, c aq(T1), which is homologous to ph, 
where A is a longitude of q(~~), and I p I > 1. 
Proof. To see this let T be a standard solid torus, T = S’ X D2. Map rr to S’ x {O}, 
map ~(7,) to a neighborhood of S’ x 101. y0 u b, is then mapped to a curve 4 in 
aq(S’ x (0)). So map R, to the unique annulus F in T, for which aF n q(S1 X IO]> 
= I,!J and aF n aT is an essential curve u c aT. By Claim 3.2, I) is homologous to 
p[S’ x (O}], for ( p I > 1. y1 U b, is mapped into U. There is up to isotopy a unique 
way of extending the map to S, just send S to a regular neighborhood of u in aT. 
There is essentially a unique way of mapping a regular neighborhood of R,, and 
then of mapping S’. The annulus S’ in M, is parallel to A c aM,, now note that 
cl(aT - S) is an annulus, which is parallel in T to S’, so the parallelism between S’ 
and A, i.e., T,, can be mapped to that in T. 0 
3.8. If n = 1 this completes the proof of Theorem 1. So suppose n > 1. Let 
N = cl(M, - T). Let Ai be the annulus in S bounded by bi, yI, bi_I, yi_,, for 
2 G i G n (similarly define A:). Note that the A, could overlap, for the interior of 
Ai could contain some p,. See Fig. 5. Let Ri = F, U Ci, glued along ai and pi 
(similarly RI = Fi U Cl), for 1 G i f n. Note that aRi = aA,, for 2 < i =G n. Denote by 
An 
Fig. 5. 
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Sj the annulus o. tamed from S by interchanging Ai and Ri. LJ Rj is an annulus 
with its boundary lying on S and intersecting S in several curves. The annuli Rj lie 
alternatively in T and N, in T if i is odd, and in N if i is even. Suppose Ri lies in 
T. Then there are two possibilities for it; either p, is in the interior of Aj or it is 
not. If the latter happens then Ri UAi bounds a solid torus which is inside T,, and 
then Si is isotopic to S, and after a small isotopy c(Si) <c(S). If the former 
happens then R, is parallel to A. So assume all the annuli S, for which Ri lies in 
T are parallel to A. Let now R, be an annulus which lies in N and for which A, 
is innermost, that is, the interior of A, does not meet any pi. After a small 
isotopy, S, is an annulus with c(S,) < c(S). This annulus is incompressible, but it 
could be a-incompressible. Assume S, is not essential, for otherwise we are done, 
so S, is &parallel, say parallel to S”. Then there is N’ c N, so that aN’ = S, u S” 
(and there is a map f : S, x I -+ N’ so that f(S, x (0)) = S,, and f<S, x (1)) = 
S”). Now all the other Sj which lie in N have to lie in N’. If one of the Sj is not 
parallel to S”, say S,, it would follow that S, is parallel to S, but c(Sj) < c(S), so 
assume all of the Sj are parallel to S”. Schematically we have a situation as 
illustrated in Fig. 6. We are ready to make a move and eliminate all but one of the 
intersections with T. Note that by construction we must have that X= 2. 
A, U R, is a torus which bounds a certain region on N, which in principle could 
be anything. We have control of 7, 7, is the core of T. Isotope T* such that it lies 
in ar](r,). r2 is an arc which is divided in y1 + 2 parts, the first one lies on H, the 
following II lies over the Rj, and the last one is an arc which goes from R, onto 
aMU. Such an arc lies on T, or N’, and in principle could be quite complicated. 
Modify S as shown in Fig. 7, or move r from N’ to T, (or vice versa), which has 
the same effect. We get an annulus isotopic to S but with lower complexity. This 
can be done as long as n > 1; when n = 1 we have no information over N, and 
therefore we cannot unwrap T. (More formally, for IZ > 1 the move is as follows: 
Suppose w.1.o.g. that the last part of T* lies on T. Let B = T(S U R, _ , >. Note that 
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cl(aB - M4,J has three components, one of them is an annulus I/ parallel to 
A c aT and disjoint from U Ri. Let u be a curve on S between y,, Up,, and 
y,,_* u p, _2 (y2 and yr if n = 2). There is an embedding of u X I in A4 with 
aX{O}=a, ox{l}cV, axznr=@, aXZnRj=@.acutsS intwoannuli,say 
S,, and Smz, where y, is in Sc2, and u x (1) cuts V in two annuli, say V, and V,, 
where V, is parallel to S02. Let S’ = S,, U (T X Z U VI. S’ is an essential annulus 
isotopic to S with c(S’) = n - 1.) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 0 
3.9. Remark. Note that Proposition 2.3, Lemma 2.6, 2.7, 3.1, Claims 3.2 and 3.3, 3.5 
and 3.6 still work if S is a nonseparating surface, orientable or not, and this gives a 
proof of Theorem B. 
3.10. We continue with a proof of Theorem 2. Assume all what is done in 3.1, 
Claim 3.3 and 3.5. S is an incompressible torus in M,. Assume no tori in M, are 
semiperipheral. 
3.11. Lemma. Let A be an annulus in M, with A 17 S = aA, and assume aA is a pair 
of essential curues in S which divide it into two annuli S, and S,. Suppose Sj U A is a 
torus, i = 1, 2. Zf, say, S, UA is a-parallel, then S is semiperipheral. 
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Proof. This is clear from the definitions. q 
3.12. Consider _Z = cl(S U H - p,>, this is a surface of genus 2. Now F, can be 
arranged so that M’, ~2. By doing surgery on 2 with F, we get a torus S’ with 
fewer intersections with r. But S’ could be compressible, or &parallel. If S is 
nonseparating, we will finish as in Remark 3.9. Suppose S is a separating torus. 
A regular neighborhood of F, U C, U TJ(T~) is a solid torus T,; TV is a core of T,. 
Let T, n S =A, where A is an annulus (a neighborhood of y, U 6,). Let aT, = A U 
A’, where A and A’ annuli. Note that S’ = (S -A) UA’. If S’ is &parallel, then by 
Lemma 3.11, S is semiperipheral, a contradiction. If S’ is compressible, then it 
bounds a solid torus T2 and aT, n aT, = A’. T, cannot be inside T2, because this 
would imply that S is contained in T,, which is absurd. So int TI f~ int T2 = @. 
Therefore we can assume the following: 
3.13. Claim. The torus S separates M, into two regions, denote them by N and R, 
where R = T, U T2 and N = cl(M, - R). 
3.14. If n = 1 this completes the proof of Theorem 2. So suppose II > 1. Let A,,, 
Ai be the annuli in S bounded by bi, y,, b,_,, yi_l (similarly for A:,, Ai2). Note 
that the Ai could overlap, for the interior of Ai could contain some pi. Let 
Ei = Fi U C, (similarly E,’ = F, U C/), for 2 < i ,< n. IJ Ei is an annulus with its 
boundary lying on S and intersecting S in several curves. The annuli E, lie 
alternatively in R and N, in R if i is odd, and in N if i is even. Suppose Ei lies in 
N. Note that aEi = aAj, then S, = E, UAi, and S, = Ei U Ai are two tori or two 
Klein bottles. If one of them is a Klein bottle, then it is nonseparating, and by 
Remark 3.9, there is an annulus or Klein bottle K in M, disjoint from 7; if it is a 
Klein bottle, then &q(K) is an incompressible torus in M, by Lemma 2.8, and it is 
disjoint from 7. So assume S, and S, are tori. Note that after a small isotopy 
c(Si) < c(S), so if one of them is incompressible and nonboundary parallel we are 
done. If both of them are compressible then either R lies inside a solid torus, 
which is absurd, or N is a space like R, which is impossible for aM, f @. The only 
possibility left is that one of them is a-parallel. If this happens, then by Lemma 
3.11, S is semiperipheral. 
This complete the proof of Theorem 2. 0 
3.15. We now sketch a proof of Proposition C. Let M, LY, T be as before. 
Let S be an essential torus in M. We want to prove that S is essential in M,. If 
S is nonseparating then clearly it will be essential in M,, so suppose that S is 
separating. We can assume that S is a component of aM, by cutting M along S, 
which is of course disjoint from CY. It follows from Theorem A that S is incom- 
pressible in M,. Now suppose S is &parallel in M,, so M, = S X I. Let Ai, for 
i = 1, 2, be an annulus in M, of the form A = yi X I, where yi is an essential curve 
on S. Then by Theorem B, there is an annulus Ai parallel to Ai and disjoint from 
r. Assume now y, and y2 intersect transversally in one point. Now by an 
outermost arc argument, we may assume that A; and A; intersect in one essential 
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arc, and are still disjoint from T. It is easy to see that this implies there is a 
compression disk for M4 disjoint from (Y, a contradiction. 
Let S be an a-essential annulus in M. 
Step 1. S is incompressible in Ma. 
If S is compressible in M,, then by doing surgery on it with a compression disk, 
we get a disk in Ma whose boundary is a component of &S, as i3MU is incompress- 
ible this implies that each component of &S is coplanar to (Y which contradicts the 
fact that S is a-essential. 
Step 2. There is a compression disk for aM which is disjoint from S. 
Let D be a compression disk for M. Assume D and S intersect transversally. 
We can assume that their intersection consists of a set of arcs, simple closed curves 
are easily removed. Take an outermost arc of intersection in D, say y, which 
determines a disk D’ c D. If the ends of y are in the same a-component of &S, find 
an outermost arc in S, and do surgery on D, obtaining a new disk of compression 
with fewer intersections with S. If the ends of y are in different components of as, 
do surgery on S with D’ obtaining a disk S’ disjoint from S. S’ has to be a 
compression disk for aM, for otherwise S would be a-parallel in M. 
Step 3. S is nonboundary parallel in Ma. 
Suppose S is a-parallel in M,. &S in dM, bounds an annulus N,, and after 
removing a neighborhood of T, N, becomes in a twice punctured torus N, which 
contains (Y as an essential curve. By Step 2, N is compressible, but N - (Y is 
incompressible. Because S and N, are parallel, there is a disk Z, such that aC 
consist of two arcs, one in S, and one in N,. Clearly _Z is nonseparating in Ma. By 
the proof of Theorem B, we can find a disk _X’, with X5 = ax’, and _Z’ disjoint 
from 7. Doing surgery on S with 2’ we get a compression disk for i3M disjoint 
from (Y, which is a contradiction. q 
Remark. Proposition C can be extended using practically the same proof to the 
case when S is a closed, orientable, essential surface in M (i.e., incompressible and 
non-a-parallel), S will be essential in M,. 
4. Applications to tunnel number one knots 
4.1. For k a knot, a tunnel T for k is an arc whose endpoints are in k. The tunnel 
number of a knot k, denoted by t(k), is the minimum number of tunnels which 
must be attached in order that the regular neighborhood of the resulting complex 
has as complement a handlebody. If t(k) = 1, we call r an unknotting tunnel for k 
if S3 - int q(k U T) is a genus two handlebody. 
Let k be a tunnel number one knot with unknotting tunnel T. Let M = S” - 
int q(k U T), and let (Y be the cocore of the tunnel. Then Ma = S3 - int v(k) is 
obtained by adding a 2-handle to M along (Y. M is irreducible, and aM is 
compressible, for M is a handlebody. If aM - a is compressible then there is a 
compression disk D, with aD c i3M - a, and by doing an isotopy and possibly 
sliding T, it can be assumed that aD c aq(k); so because the knot k is not trivial 
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?D bounds a disk D’ c aq(k>, then the endpoints of r lie in D’ and T is 
containend in the 3-ball bounded by D U D’. This implies that A4 is not a 
handlebody, a contradiction. Therefore aM - CY is incompressible. This shows that 
M, CM, and cy satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem A. 
Our first application is the following theorem, first proved by Norwood [lo]. (In 
fact, he proved the stronger result that a 2-generator knot is prime.) 
4.2. Theorem. A tunnel number one knot is prime. 
Proof. Let r be an unknotting tunnel for k. Let M, cy and A4, be as above. 
Suppose k is a composite knot, then there is a sphere S’ intersecting k in two 
points and separating it in two nontrivial parts. A’ = S’ n M, is an essential 
annulus in A4,. Apply Theorem 1 to this situation. Then there is an essential 
annulus A in M, satisfying (a) or (b) of Theorem 1, and such that aA is parallel to 
aA’, i.e., aA consists of meridians, so A also determines a nontrivial decomposition 
of k (see Remark Cd) in Section 11. The annulus A separates M, in two pieces, say 
Zt4, = N, U N2, where N, and N2 are the exteriors of two nontrivial knots. If (b) 
happens then one of the pieces in which A separates M, is a solid torus, which 
would imply that the decomposition of k is trivial. If (a) happens then A is disjoint 
from 7, and say T c Nz. Then A separates A4 in two pieces, i.e., M = N, U (N2 - 
int n(r)), but A4 is a handlebody and A is incompressible in M, so N, is also a 
handlebody. This is a contradiction. q 
4.3. Let k be a knot and T an embedded torus in S” (or any surface in any 
3-manifold). We say that k has a l-bridge presentation, or that k is a l-bridge 
knot with respect to T if: (a) k can be isotoped so that it intersects T transversally 
in two points, which separate k into two arcs, say k, and k,. (b) ki, i = 1, 2, can be 
projected to T to a single arc, that is, there is a disk Di such that aD, = k, U yi, 
where yi is a single arc in T, and int Dj n T = 6, int Di n k = @. Of course, y, and 
yz may intersect. 
It is well known, and not difficult to see, that if k has a l-bridge presentation 
with respect to a standard torus in S” then t(k) = 1. The following lemma is a 
partial inverse of that fact. It seems that it is not known if there is a knot k with 
t(k) = 1, but not having a l-bridge presentation w.r.t. a standard torus. Remember 
the definition of sliding an arc over itself given in Section 1. 
4.4. Lemma. Let k be a knot in S” with t(k) = 1. Suppose k has an unknotting tunnel 
T so that after sliding T ouer itself”, r can be expressed as T = r, U r2, where r1 is an 
unknotted simple closed curne and r2 is an arc joining 7, and k. Then k has a 
l-bridge presentation with respect to T = aq(7,). 
Proof. Let T’ = (S’ - int n(r,)). T’ is a solid torus, aT’ = T = aq(T,). The knot k 
is in T’ and r2 is an arc with endpoints in k and T. As r is an unknotting tunnel 
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for k, T’ - int v(k U TV) is a handlebody. Slide k over r2 to get a properly 
embedded arc 7’ in T’. By [5, Theorem 1’1, which is an application of Theorem A, 
7’ is parallel to an arc in T, i.e., there is a disk D, with aD = 7’ U y, y c T. Take a 
torus T, c T’, parallel to T and which intersects D in one arc; joining the 
endpoints of r’ and pushing it into the region between T and T, we recover k, 
which then has a l-bridge presentation w.r.t. Tl. 0 
4.5. Let R be a standard torus in S3. Let A c R be an annulus so that a 
component of aA is a curve of slope (p, q> on R, I p I a 2, q > 2. Let k be a 
nontrivial knot in S3, we say that k belongs to the class of knots JX! if k has a 
l-bridge presentation with respect to some annulus A, that is: (a) k can be 
isotoped to intersect R in two points, both points lying in A. Then k is divided 
into two arcs k,, k,. (b) ki, i = 1, 2, can be projected to A to a single arc, that is, 
there is a disk Di such that aD, = ki U yi, where yi is a single arc in A, and 
int DinT=(#, int Dink=d. 
If k is in JX’, then k can be isotoped to lie in q(A), for some A c R. Let 
T = aq(_4>. T is a torus bounding a solid torus whose core is a (p, q)-torus knot. If 
k is not trivial nor the (p, q)-torus knot, the torus T will be essential in the 
exterior of k. Note that k has also a l-bridge presentation with respect to a torus 
parallel to T. 
Clearly if k is in d, t(k) = 1. We claim that these are all nonsimple knots with 
tunnel number one (a knot in S3 is simple or nonsimple according to its exterior is 
a simple or a nonsimple 3-manifold). 
4.6. Lemma. Let k be the (p, q)-cable of a knot k, in S3, q > 2. Suppose hat 
t(k) = 1. Then k, is a (p,,, q&torus knot, wherep =qpOqO k 1. Therefore k is in d’. 
Proof. If k is a knot in S3, let M(k, r) denote the manifold obtained by r-Dehn 
surgery on k. It is not difficult to see that Hg(M(k, r>> G t(k) + 1, where Hg 
denotes the Heegaard genus. So for k as in the hypothesis, we have that 
Hg(M(k, pq)) G 2. It follows from [4, 7.31 that M(k, pq) = M(k,, p/qML(q, p). 
As the Heegaard genus is additive it follows that Hg(M(k,, p/q)) G 1. As q & 2, 
by [2, Corollary 21, M(k,, p/q) is not simply connected, and then it is a lens space, 
but p/q is not an integer, so by [2, Corollary 11 it follows that k, is a torus knot, 
say the (pO, q&torus knot. Now [4, 7.51 implies that p = qpOqO f 1. It is not 
difficult to see that k is in _GX!. 0 
The following theorem was first proved by Morimoto and Sakuma [S, 2.11. They 
used different techniques and gave a different description of the collection of 
knots &, which we describe in 4.8. They also classified all the unknotting tunnels 
for such knots. 
4.7. Theorem. Let k be a knot in S3 with t(k) = 1. Suppose k is nonsimple. Then k is 
in d. 
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Proof. Let T be an unknotting tunnel for k, and let M, (Y and M, be as in 4.1. If k 
is nonsimple and atoroidal then k is a torus knot and is in _!a?‘. So suppose there is 
an essential torus T in S” - k. We can apply Theorem 2 in this situation. If (a) of 
Theorem 2 happens then there is an essential annulus in Ma, and because k is a 
prime knot, it has to be a cable knot; then by Lemma 4.6, k is in &‘. (b) does not 
happen because M is a handlebody. So suppose we have cc>. 
The arc T can be slided over itself and expressed as r = pi U r2, where pi is a 
simple closed curve disjoint from T, and r2 is an arc joining 7, and k which 
intersects T in one point. It follows also that T bounds in one side a space formed 
by the union of two solid tori, and pi is the core of one of these solid tori; in our 
case this means T is knotted in the form of a torus knot, and ri is an unknotted 
curve in S3. Let R = +(T,>. The torus T bounds a solid torus T’ in S3 in which k 
lies. By isotoping R we can assume that there is a torus parallel to R (still denoted 
by R), such that T’ 17 R =A is an annulus, with T n R = aA, a component of &I is 
a curve of slope (p, q) on R, I p I a 2, q 2 2. Note that &4 divides T into two 
annuli, say T, and T2. Think of R as a standard torus in S3, and of T as having a 
core which is a (p, q)-torus knot w.r.t. R. It follows from Lemma 4.4 that k has a 
l-bridge presentation with respect to the torus R. We can also assume that k has a 
l-bridge presentation w.r.t R so that the points of intersection between k and R 
lie on A. Then k is divided into two arcs k,, k,. The arc k,, i = 1, 2, can be 
projected to R to a single arc, that is, there is a disk Di such that aD, = k, U yi, 
where yi is a single arc in R, and int Di n R = @, int Di n k = @. We want to show 
that Di c int T’, for this would imply that k has a l-bridge presentation w.r.t. A. 
So suppose that D, n T, f 1. The disk D, can be isotoped so that it intersects T, 
transversally in a collection of arcs (simple closed curves of intersection are 
removed by doing an innermost disk argument, for T is incompressible in S3 - k). 
If there is an arc in D, n T, whose endpoints lie in the same component of dT,, 
then there is such an arc which is outermost in T,, i.e., it bounds a disk D’ c T,, 
and int D’ n D, = @. By cutting D, with D’ we get another disk 0; with fewer 
intersections with T,. So assume the endpoints of all the intersection arcs between 
D, and T, lie in different components of U,. Let y be an outermost arc in D,, it 
bounds a disk D’ (D’ lies in T’, for otherwise T would be a torus isotopic to R, 
i.e., trivial). By cutting A u Tl with D’ we get a sphere which bounds a 3-ball 
B c T’, in which k, lies. Let C be the closure of the component of D, - T, which 
contains k,. Note that C is a disk, a part of K is k,, the other is an arc S which 
lies in A U T,, but misses D’. So 6 lies on M (see Fig. 8). Therefore k, is an 
unknotted arc in B, which implies that it is isotopic to an arc lying in A, that is, 
there is a disk 0; c T’, so that LID, = k, u y;, with y; CA, 0; n T= @, and 
int D;nR=@.Thisshowsthat k isin&. q 
It is not difficult to see that there are knots in JZ? which are not cable knots, for 
example certain doubles of torus knots. This gives examples of manifolds which 
satisfy (c) of Theorem 2, but not (a> or (b). 
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Fig. 8. 
4.8. Morimoto and Sakuma [S, 1.71 have given the following description of the 
nonsimple knots with tunnel number one: 
Let k, be a nontrivial torus knot of type (p, q) in S”, and let L = k, u k, be a 
2-bridge link of type (a, p> in S3. Since k, is a trivial knot, there is an orientation 
preserving homeomorphism f : S3 - int q(k2) + v(k,,) which takes a meridian 
m2 c 3q(k2) of k, to a fiber h c tiq(k,) = a(S3 - int q(k,,)) of the Seifert fibration 
DC-r/p, s/q) of S3. We denote the knot f(k,) c q(kO) c S3 by the symbol k(a, 
Pi P, 4). 
We will show that the collection of knots k(a, /3; p, q) is identical to the 
collection d described in 4.5: 
Let k be the knot denoted by k(a, /3; p, q), and let L = k, u k, be a 2-bridge 
link of type (a, p). As L is a 2-bridge link, there is a sphere S intersecting L in 
four points, and which decomposes L as the union of two trivial tangles (see [12, p. 
1151). Therefore S intersects k, in two points, and it follows that k, has a l-bridge 
presentation w.r.t. S. Let A = S - int q(k2), this is an annulus properly embedded 
in S3 - int T(k,),whose boundary consists of meridians of k,. The annulus A can 
be arranged so that f(A) is made of fibers of the Seifert fibration LX-r/p, s/q) 
of S3; this implies that f(A) lies on a standard solid torus and f(aA) consists of 
two curves of type (p, q) in such torus. This shows that f(k,) = k has a l-bridge 
presentation w.r.t. f(A), so k is in the collection &. 
Conversely, if k is in u’, k has a l-bridge presentation w.r.t. an annulus A, 
which lies over a standard solid torus, and &4 consists of two curves, say, of type 
(p, q) on such torus. It follows that A c~(k”), where k, is a (p, q)-torus knot. 
Map q(kO) to a standard solid torus T in S3, so that &4 is mapped to a preferred 
longitude of T. Let k, be the image of k, and let k, be the core of the solid torus 
T’, which is the complement of T. Let L = k, u k,. Cap the image of A with two 
meridional disks of T’, to get a sphere S. Note that S intersects L in four points 
and separates it into two trivial tangles. Then L is a 2-bridge link, say of type 
((Y, p>. This shows that k is the knot k(cq p; p, q). 
5. Examples 
5.1. Let k be a knot in S3, with t(k) = 1 and with the property of having an 
unknotting tunnel p, where p = pi U p2, and such that p, is a simple closed curve 
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in the complement of k which is parallel to a meridian of k, and p2 an arc joining 
k and p,. For example, every 2-bridge knot has an unknotting tunnel of this type 
(this is not difficult to see, it follows from [S, Fig. 1.31). 
Let N = S” - int v(k); let A c aN be an annulus such that a component of aA 
is a meridian of k. Let T be a solid torus, and A, c 3T an annulus such that a 
component of aA, is a curve homologous to ph, where A is a longitude of T and 
I p I > 1. Let cp : A +A, be a homeomorphism and let M, = N U, T. Note that 
&Vn is a torus. 
Let p = p, U pz be an unknotting tunnel for k as above. The curve p, is parallel 
to a meridian p of k, so suppose that p CA; then there is an annulus C with 
X = p, up, and whose interior is disjoint from p. Let pi be a prolongation of pz 
joining aN and F, i.e., pi consists of the union of p2 and an arc joining p, and ,u 
which lies on C. Let T, be a core of the solid torus T, and 7; a “straight” arc in T 
joining A, and or, such that r; nA, = cp(p; n A). So r2 = pi n T; is an arc with 
endpoints in &VI, and TV. Let T = or U r2, this is a tunnel in M,. Let M = M, - 
int q(r). Let a c &I4 be the cocore of r,, MU is obtained from A4 by adding a 
2-handle along LY. 
5.2. Proposition. M, LY, M, and A as above satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1, 
conclusion (b), but do not satisfy conclusion (a>. 
Proof. We have to show that M is irreducible, aM is compressible, aM - (Y is 
incompressible, A is essential and there is no a-essential annulus in M. 
To prove that M is irreducible and aM is compressible, it is enough to show 
that MEN - int q(p), for N - int v(p) is a genus 2 handlebody. To see that let B 
be a properly embedded annulus in N with aB = aA, parallel to A and such that 
B meets p2 exactly in one point and misses p,. A U B encloses a solid torus R. 
Map M to N - int 77(p) by sending N - int q$p;) to N - (int q(pz) u RI, and 
T - int n(r, U T;) to R - int q(p, U pz). 
Let N’=N-int q(r), T’=T-int n(~)and A’=A-int n(7). Then M=N’ 
U,4 T’. It is not difficult to check that N’, T’ and A’ satisfy the following 
properties: 
(a> A’, 3N’ -A’ and aT’ -A’ are incompressible. 
(b) Every disk D in N’ (or T’) with D n A’ a single arc (and D n a = @) is 
boundary parallel. 
cc> Every incompressible annulus B in N’ (or T’) with aA’ n aB = 6 is bound- 
ary parallel. 
(d) Every disk D in N’ with D n A’ a pair of disjoint arcs is boundary parallel. 
These facts and a slight generalization of [9, Lemmas 3.1, 3.21, applied to N’, 
T’, A’, aN’ -A’ and (aT’ -A’) - (Y, imply that ?,M - (Y is incompressible, A’ is 
incompressible, no &compression disk for A’ is disjoint from N, and M does not 
contain any cu-essential annulus. 0 
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